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Abstract  28 

The effects from multigenerational exposures to engineered nanoparticles (ENPs) in their 29 

pristine and transformed states are currently unknown despite such exposures being an 30 

increasingly common scenario in natural environments. Here we examine how exposure over 31 

10 generations affects the sensitivity of the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans to pristine and 32 

sulphidised Ag ENPs and AgNO3. We also include populations which were initially exposed 33 

over six generations, but kept unexposed for subsequent four generations to allow recovery 34 

from exposure. Toxicity of the different silver forms decreased in the order AgNO3, Ag ENPs, 35 

and Ag2S ENPs. Continuous exposure to Ag ENPs and AgNO3 caused pronounced 36 

sensitisation (~10 fold) in the F2 generation which was sustained until F10. This sensitisation 37 

was less pronounced for Ag2S ENP exposures, indicating different toxicity mechanisms. Subtle 38 

changes in size and lifespan were also measured. In the recovery populations the sensitivity 39 

to Ag ENPs and AgNO3 resulting from the initial multigenerational exposure persisted. Their 40 

response sensitivity for all endpoints was most closely related to the last ancestral exposed 41 

generation (F5), rather than unexposed controls. The mechanisms of transgenerational 42 

transfer of sensitivity are likely organised through the epigenome and we encourage others to 43 

investigate such effects as a priority for mechanistic toxicology. 44 

 45 

Keywords: Multigenerational exposure, Silver, Silver sulphide, Nanotoxicology, 46 
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Introduction 48 

Assessments of the environmental impacts of engineered nanoparticles (ENPs) generally rely 49 

on the use of short-term laboratory tests to provide information on the toxicity of the “as 50 

produced” (pristine) materials. This focus lies counter to what is currently known about the 51 

likely nature of environmental ENP exposures, as these will often be to ENPs that have 52 

undergone transformation processes and for extended time e.g. over multiple generations.  53 

 54 

Common environmental transformations of metal ENPs include oxidation reactions (e.g. from 55 

Ag0 to Ag+ and, thereafter, to complexed Ag(I) species) [1, 2]. As a class B (soft) metal cation, 56 

Ag is particularly susceptible to sulphidation [3-5]. For example, Ag ENPs are completely 57 

transformed to Ag2S during wastewater treatment [5-7]. These processes can alter not only 58 

the particle surface, but also speciation of the particle core, with effects on environmental 59 

behavior and altered toxicity compared to pristine materials [2, 8]. For instance, dissolution 60 

can increase toxic potential through the release of toxic ions [9]; while chemical speciation 61 

changes, such as sulphidation, have been shown to reduce toxicity possibly by suppressing 62 

ion release and reducing uptake of intact particles [10-12]. What is currently not known is how 63 

these changes in exposure form relate to long-term environmental effects of ENPs, e.g. over 64 

multiple generations. 65 

 66 

To date, only a limited number of multigenerational exposure studies for ENPs are available 67 

and so far these have considered only pristine materials. In one such study, Völker et al. [13] 68 

found a complex pattern of sensitivity in three Daphnia species exposed to Ag ENPs over five 69 

generations. Some evidence of greater tolerance in the later generations was found at lower 70 

test concentrations; however, this effect was inconsistent and there was some evidence of 71 

increased sensitivity at the higher long-term exposure concentrations. For C. elegans exposed 72 

to CdSe and CdSe/ZnS quantum dots and CdSO4 over four exposed generations Contreras 73 

et al. [14] found a consistent sensitivity of individual life-cycle traits, fitness and locomotion 74 

across all tested generations. 16 generation studies on the effect of uranium to C. elegans 75 



found adaptation to exposure conditions for both exposed and control populations. Observed 76 

effects on fecundity were consistent between population treatments, whereas in one of the 77 

studies effects on body length showed differential evolution over the exposure duration once 78 

maternal effects diminished [15, 16]. 79 

 80 

In some ecosystems (e.g. lotic freshwaters) and when pollution is spatially heterogeneous 81 

(e.g. soil), species may experience the potential to recover from exposures. The extent of such 82 

recovery may affect the way that species respond to future challenges. In C. elegans 83 

adaptation was found to be dependent on the type of pollutant and the persistence of its 84 

exposure [17]. Even when exposure is removed for more than a generation, maternal 85 

contaminant transfer or potentially epigenetic changes (transgenerational inheritance) could 86 

influence the responses of unexposed offspring. Tests of generational recovery from ENP 87 

exposure have been conducted. For example, Daphnia magna regained full reproductive 88 

output and lifespan in the first unexposed generation for a majority of tested carbon 89 

nanomaterials [18]. In C. elegans, exposure to Au ENPs in parents led to increased 90 

reproductive tract malformations and egg production failure in unexposed F2 offspring, but not 91 

the previous or subsequent generations [19]. These studies highlight the possibility for the 92 

generational transfer of effects through as yet unknown mechanisms.  93 

 94 

To provide a comprehensive analysis of multigenerational exposure effects, including 95 

recovery, we here conduct a continuous ten generation exposure of the nematode 96 

Caenorhabditis elegans to both pristine and sulphidised (“aged”) Ag ENPs, as well as to ionic 97 

Ag as a positive control mimicking full dissolution. Recovery is assessed by transferring 98 

nematodes exposed for six generations to clean media for a further four generations before 99 

re-exposure. Our aim was to assess how sensitivity was affected by multigenerational 100 

exposure and to confirm that any such changes in sensitivity were lost when the continuous 101 

exposure was removed.  102 



Materials and Methods  103 

Particle characterization 104 

The polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) coated Ag ENPs (Ag-PVP) and sulphidised Ag2S ENPs were 105 

synthesised and supplied as described in Starnes et al. [11] (synthesis details see 106 

Supplementary Information (SI)). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) primary particle 107 

sizes were reported to be 58.3 ± 12.9 nm for Ag-PVP and 64.5 ± 19.4 nm for Ag2S [11]. Energy-108 

Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy of Ag to S ratios (10:1) in the Ag2S ENPs indicated incomplete 109 

sulphidation. Ionic Ag as AgNO3 was purchased from Sigma Aldrich Chemicals (Poole, UK).  110 

 111 

To determine the ENPs stability in the simulated soil pore water (SSPW) exposure medium 112 

[20], particle hydrodynamic diameter was characterised over 96 h at 24 h intervals for 10 mg 113 

Ag/l dispersions in triplicate using Nano Tracking Analysis (NanoSight NS500, Malvern 114 

Instruments, Malvern UK). Data were analysed using NTA 2.3. Electrophoretic mobility was 115 

determined by phase analysis light scattering using the Zetasizer NanoZS. Zeta potential was 116 

estimated from electrophoretic mobility using the Smolokowski model. The 96 h period was 117 

chosen as it was the maximum duration of exposure before media renewal, while 10 mg Ag/l 118 

lay within the tested concentration range for both particle types and above detection limit over 119 

the test duration for both techniques. Measurements were conducted in the test media without 120 

the bacterial food source Escherichia coli strain OP50 to avoid scattering interferences. 121 

Samples of both the pristine and Ag2S ENPs were prepared for TEM analysis to establish Ag:S 122 

ratios and primary particle diameter in samples by drying 1 drop of dispersion solution on a 123 

TEM grid for 1 hour followed by examination on a JEOL 2010 analytical TEM equipped with 124 

Oxford Instruments LZ5 windowless energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer.  125 

 126 

Actual exposure concentrations were validated in 96 randomly chosen samples (10% of the 127 

total number). Particle dissolution after 96 h exposure at concentrations of: Ag-PVP = 1.5 mg 128 

Ag/l, Ag2S = 15 mg Ag/l was determined in triplicate by ultrafiltration with 3 kDa ultrafiltration 129 

devices (Amicon, Millipore) after pre-conditioning of the membranes with 0.1 M Cu(SO4)2.5H2O 130 



according to Diez-Ortiz et al. [21]. Additionally the recovery of AgNO3 = 0.10 mg Ag/l after 131 

ultrafiltration was measured. Ag concentration of both sample sets was determined by atomic 132 

absorbance spectroscopy (Perkin Elmer 1100B) after acidification with aqua regia. 133 

 134 

Nematode exposures 135 

Caenorhabditis elegans (N2 Bristol strain) obtained from the C. elegans Genetics Center 136 

(University of Minnesota, USA) were initially maintained at 20˚C in the dark on nematode 137 

growth medium agar plates and fed a uracil deficient Escherichia coli strain OP50 [22]. To start 138 

the multigenerational exposures, initial populations were established on SSPW agar plates 139 

(17 g bacteriological agar, 2.5 g bacteriological peptone per litre of SSPW, with 1 ml 140 

cholesterol (5 mg/ml EtOH) added after autoclaving)). Large numbers of eggs were obtained 141 

from these populations through NaClO egg preparation [23] and immediately exposed to single 142 

concentrations of AgNO3, Ag-PVP, or Ag2S ENPs (AgNO3 = 0.1 mg Ag/l, Ag-PVP = 1.5 mg 143 

Ag/l and Ag2S = 15 mg Ag/l). Selected concentrations corresponded to the EC30 values for 144 

reproduction for each Ag form [11, 20], the actual effect level was assessed in a reproductive 145 

toxicity test with the parent generation (see below). Continuous exposures of these 146 

concentrations were conducted in 9 cm Petri plates containing 4 ml SSPW exposure medium 147 

with OP50 at O.D. 0.35 on 10 ml SSPW agar. 148 

 149 

After 96 h, the next generation of eggs was isolated through NaClO bleaching egg preparation 150 

and transferred to respective freshly prepared exposure media. This procedure was repeated 151 

for each generation. After the F5 generation, each population was split and half of the 152 

remaining individuals were further exposed until the F10 generation was reached. The other 153 

half of the individuals was maintained in clean medium for four further generations to assess 154 

the potential for recovery after cessation of exposure and subsequent re-exposure in offspring 155 

generation 10 (Figure 1). Throughout the entire test, unexposed control populations were 156 

reared through generations as for the exposed lines. Life-cycle traits of individuals in these 157 

reference control populations were assessed at the same intervals as the treated populations. 158 



Throughout the study two types of control were used and different abbreviations have been 159 

assigned to identify these in the analysis: 1) continuously unexposed reference populations to 160 

account for culturing effects referred to as unexposed reference populations “UnExp-161 

Reference”; and 2) individuals taken from continuously exposed ancestral generations that are 162 

transferred into clean medium and served as control within the toxicity test conducted for each 163 

phenotyped generation referred to as multigenerational exposed control population “MGExp-164 

Control”. 165 

 166 

Toxicity test to measure life-cycle traits 167 

Toxicity bioassays were conducted for the parental (P) and offspring generations F2, F5, F8, 168 

F10 and the recovery populations at offspring generation 10 (R).  For this test, a subset of eggs 169 

was exposed in 6-well plates (1 ml SSPW on 2 ml SSPW agar, E. coli strain OP50 O.D. 0.35, 170 

20°C in constant dark) to concentration ranges of 0.05 – 1.52 mg Ag/l AgNO3, 0.75 - 24 mg 171 

Ag/l Ag-PVP, 7.5 – 240 mg Ag/l Ag2S. The concentration ranges were adjusted in the course 172 

of the assay to account for increases in sensitivity at later generations (AgNO3, Ag-PVP for 173 

F10 and Ag2S for F5-F10, R), by dropping the highest concentrations and adding another 2 174 

fold dilution of the lowest concentration. 175 

 176 

Initial exposures were conducted for a cohort of L1 juveniles for each biological replicate 177 

population in bulk for 24 h. This initial bulk exposure limited loss of replicates due to mechanical 178 

injury of the fragile eggs during the distribution and allowed for transfer of only viable juveniles 179 

for brood size assessment. After 24 h exposure, two individuals per replicate population were 180 

randomly selected and transferred to the corresponding Ag treatment concentrations in one 181 

well of a 6-well plate (5 replicates per test condition). Thereafter at 48 h intervals, adults were 182 

transferred into fresh medium to ensure constant exposure conditions. After adults were 183 

removed, eggs and hatched juveniles were counted. Reproductive toxicity was measured as 184 

decrease in the total number of offspring produced per nematode compared to the respective 185 



control (MGExp-control), as average between the two individuals in each well. Lifespan of the 186 

10 individuals per treatment was assessed by recording the mortality for each individual daily.  187 

 188 

To determine the effect of the six tested Ag concentrations per material on growth, 10 - 20 189 

individuals were taken from each of the five replicate bulk exposures per concentration 48 h 190 

after egg preparation. These nematodes were killed/preserved in 5 µl 10 % (w/v) sodium azide 191 

and photographed using an EVOS core XL photo microscope. The area and length of five 192 

individuals was measured per replicate, i.e. a total of 25 individuals per concentration, with 193 

Image-Pro Express 4.5, Media cybernetics (Rockville, MD, USA) and their volumetric length 194 

(cubic root of body volume) calculated. 195 

 196 

Statistical analysis 197 

Since each Ag form was shown to have greatly differing toxicity analysis was carried out 198 

separately for each material. Results of the reproductive toxicity tests were analysed for 199 

concentration-response relationships in Sigmaplot 12.0 (Systat Software, San Jose, CA, USA) 200 

and fitted a non-linear three parameter logistic regression estimating upper asymptote, EC50 201 

and slope parameters for each of the generations and Ag treatments. Responses were 202 

compared across generations using the F-test to define F- and p values for the difference 203 

between concentration-response curves [24]. No regression curves could be fitted to lifespan 204 

and body size data. Hence, analysis was conducted by two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) 205 

using general linear models (GLM) in Minitab 16, with “exposure generation” and “tested Ag 206 

concentration” as fixed factors and “generation*tested Ag concentration” as the interaction 207 

term. Where significant treatment differences were found, Tukey’s pairwise comparisons were 208 

used to identify significant differences between generations and conditions. Assessment using 209 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Leven’s tests showed some statistically significant deviations from 210 

assumptions of normality and homoscedasticity. Since these had the potential to affect the 211 

validity of the GLM results, we further conducted non-parametric tests to validate findings. In 212 



all cases observation of significance were in full agreement. Thus for simplicity we refer to GLM 213 

results. Results of all statistical tests are reported in the Supplementary Information.  214 

 215 

  216 



Results  217 

Exposure validation and characterization 218 

Ag concentrations in the measured 10% of all test solutions showed close agreement to stated 219 

nominal concentrations for both AgNO3: 93.1 ± 2.5% and Ag2S: 90.8 ± 3.4%. Given this 220 

agreement, all treatments and calculated values are for simplicity hereafter given with 221 

reference to their stated nominal concentrations. Ag concentrations for Ag-PVP exposures 222 

were only 60.2 ± 4.2% of nominals across all measured samples, they were therefore 223 

recalculated using the average recovered percentage and these values used for subsequent 224 

analyses.  225 

 226 

NTA analysis of Ag-PVP showed the number averaged hydrodynamic diameter (79 nm) of the 227 

dispersed ENPs immediately after addition to the SSPW not to be significantly different to that 228 

of the primary ENPs (60 nm). The Ag2S ENPs immediately aggregated (hereafter referred to 229 

as clustered) from 85 nm in the primary particle suspension to 243 nm after addition to the 230 

medium. Over the 96 h exposure, a slight increase in the cluster size of the dispersed ENPs 231 

was observed and only minor change to the Zeta potential (SI Table 1). NTA showed sizes for 232 

Ag-PVP ranging from 79 nm at the start of the exposure to a maximum hydrodynamic diameter 233 

of 105 nm after 72 h. Analysis of the Ag2S ENPs showed a temporal increase in mean 234 

hydrodynamic diameter from 243 nm at the start of the exposure to 298 nm at 48 h followed 235 

by a decrease to 213 nm at 96 h. Zeta potential of both ENPs in the test media shifted from -2 236 

to -5 mV over the test duration indicating an unstable suspension compared to the stock  zeta 237 

potential (Ag-PVP -11.6 mV, Ag2S -19.2 mV).  238 

 239 

Measurements of dissolution rate over 96 h showed 1.5 ± 0.1% dissolution of Ag-PVP and 240 

0.023 ± 0.002% of Ag2S. A separate analysis of the level of AgNO3 from test solutions indicated 241 

a recovery of only 72.9 ± 0.4% after ultrafiltration. This suggests some loss of dissolved Ag 242 

species to the filter membrane potentially due to incomplete pre-conditioning of the membrane 243 

with Cu [25] or at other points in the sample preparation.  244 



Nematode life-cycle trait response to exposure  245 

Reproductive toxicity: Parental generation 246 

Reproductive output of the parental (P) generation was decreasing in a concentration-247 

dependent manner, with increasing concentration. Ag exposure significantly (p<0.05) reduced 248 

reproduction compared to unexposed controls for AgNO3 concentrations above 0.30 mg Ag/l, 249 

Ag-PVP concentrations above 9.6 mg Ag/l and Ag2S concentrations above 15 mg Ag/l (SI 250 

Figure 1). Reproduction EC50 values (± SE) were ordered ionic Ag > pristine Ag-PVP > 251 

sulphidised Ag2S, being 0.23 ± 0.07 mg Ag/l for AgNO3, 4.22 ± 1.43 mg Ag/l for Ag-PVP and 252 

12.02 ± 3.05 mg Ag/l for Ag2S, respectively (p<0.05). The concentrations used for continuous 253 

exposures corresponded to an EC35 value for AgNO3, an EC25 for Ag-PVP, and an EC56 for 254 

Ag2S in the parent generation instead of the anticipated EC30 (which were 0.07 mg Ag/l, 1.32 255 

mg Ag/l and 6.0 mg Ag/l respectively). Hence, there were slight differences in the initial toxic 256 

pressure among the Ag forms.   257 

 258 

Multigenerational exposure  259 

Continuous multigenerational exposure to Ag (ionic and particulate) gradually increased time 260 

to first egg laying. By generation F9, the egg laying period before age synchronisation had to 261 

be extended from 96 h to 120 h in the silver exposed populations to produce sufficient offspring 262 

for toxicity testing in F10. This delay was not seen in the reference population (UnExp-263 

Reference), or in any of the recovery populations and gave an important indication of the 264 

impact of multigenerational exposure on a life-cycle trait (time to reproduction) not measured 265 

in the short-term toxicity bioassay. Further, one of the five Ag2S exposed populations stopped 266 

reproducing entirely at F9 and, therefore, could not be included in further testing, reducing 267 

replicate in the Ag2S F10 test to four biological replicates.  268 

 269 

No difference in number of offspring was found between UnExp-reference and the nematodes 270 

from MGExp-control in the short-term bioassays for each of the F2, F5, F8 and F10 generations 271 

(GLM: treatment F3,94=0.97 p=0.412, generation F5,94=4.36 p=0.001, interaction 272 



treatment*generation F15,94=1.01 p=0.370, SI Figure 3). There was a slight initial increase from 273 

the parent to the offspring generations that was similar for UnExp-reference and MGExp-274 

control (no significant difference for “treatment” nor the “interaction element”), potentially 275 

caused by adaptation to the experimental conditions, yet since it was stable thereafter it was 276 

deemed biologically insignificant. In all generations exposed to all Ag forms, a significant 277 

concentration-dependent decrease for reproduction was found. Comparison of reproductive 278 

toxicity concentration-response relationships between generations (F and p-values in SI Table 279 

2) revealed a significant increase of sensitivity compared to P generation in the F2 and that 280 

remained stable over all subsequently tested offspring generations for both AgNO3 (Figure 2a, 281 

SI Figure 3a) and Ag-PVP exposure (Figure 2b, SI Figure 3b). EC50 values were up to 7.3 fold 282 

lower for AgNO3 and up to 18.6 fold lower for Ag-PVP compared to P population values. In 283 

both the AgNO3 and Ag-PVP treatments, a small reduction in sensitivity was indicated for F10s. 284 

Changes in sensitivity in multigenerational exposed populations changed the expected effect 285 

of the continuous exposure concentration from an EC35 to EC63-EC66 for AgNO3 and an EC25 286 

to an EC55-EC73 for Ag-PVP exposed F2-F8 generations (SI Table 3). A slight reduction in F10 287 

sensitivity reduced this effect severity for the multigenerational exposure to an EC19 and EC13 288 

for AgNO3 and Ag-PVP respectively. This resulted from changes in the shape of the response 289 

curves with EC50 levels remaining lower than the P generation. 290 

  291 

Ag2S exposure resulted in a concentration-dependent decrease in reproductive output in each 292 

generation (F and p-values in SI Table 2). However, comparison of generational responses 293 

showed a significant change in the concentration-response for Ag2S only in the F5, F10 and 294 

recovery (R) generations (Figure 2, SI Figure 3c). This change was associated with differences 295 

in the slope parameter, not the EC50 values. EC50 values for reproduction were lower than P 296 

generation only in the F8 and F10 generation (approximately 2 fold). While suggesting a 297 

possible increase in sensitivity, this observation alone cannot unequivocally support a 298 

multigenerational increase in sensitivity without extension of the exposure and testing for 299 

additional generations. The effect of the continuous exposure concentration varied over the 300 



course of the experiment, being greater than EC50 in all tested generations, however, with no 301 

clear pattern (SI Table 3). 302 

  303 

Toxicity testing for AgNO3 or Ag-PVP in the R generation nematodes (previously placed in a 304 

recovery environment) did not show a recovery of sensitivity compared to the P populations (F 305 

and p-values in SI Table 2). Sensitivity was even increased compared to the simultaneously 306 

maintained continuously exposed F10 populations (F=16.202, p<0.001 and F=18.609, 307 

p<0.001, respectively). Thus, while the EC50 of the F10 populations increased, those of the R 308 

populations were similar to those of the F5 (i.e. their last exposed ancestral generation). This 309 

suggests a transfer of sensitivity across the multiple unexposed generations. Ag2S again 310 

induced a different response pattern compared to AgNO3 and Ag-PVP in the R populations. A 311 

significantly different concentration-response was observed in the R nematodes compared to 312 

the P generation (F=3.677, p=0.02). However, this difference was associated with an increase 313 

in the slope rather than a change in the median effect concentrations as observed for AgNO3 314 

and Ag-PVP. Indeed, there was no significant difference in sensitivity expressed by EC50 in the 315 

R generation compared to the continuously exposed F10 and last exposed ancestral F5 316 

generation. 317 

 318 

Lifespan 319 

Multigenerational exposure to different Ag forms did not significantly alter the lifespan of 320 

nematodes in MGExp-Control for the silver exposed populations compared to the UnExp-321 

Reference (Figure 3a; GLM: treatment: F3,205=0.31 p=0.818, generation F5,205=5.29 p<0.001, 322 

interaction treatment*generation F15,205=0.97 p=0.489). In only two cases there was a change 323 

in the average MGExp-Control nematode lifespan (increase in F5 for Ag-PVP, decrease in F8 324 

for Ag2S); however, with no clear underlying pattern.  325 

 326 

Multigenerational exposure of nematodes to each Ag form caused a concentration-dependent 327 

reduction in lifespan in several generations (Figure 3b-d; model fits, df, p and F-test values see 328 



SI Table 4). Overall, these effects were strongest in early generations and lost on later 329 

generations, i.e. after F8 for AgNO3, F10 for Ag2S and in all R generations. This may have 330 

been the result of various mechanisms such as microevolution based on genetic variation 331 

resulting from mutation occurring in the test system. 332 

 333 

Body Size 334 

Comparison of the MGExp-Control nematodes across generations found that sustained 335 

exposure significantly reduced the size of offspring for AgNO3 and Ag-PVP after 10 336 

generations, while Ag2S induced such effects from F5 onwards (Figure 3e; GLM: treatment: 337 

F3,585=11.54 p<0.001, generation F5,585=37.22 p<0.001, interaction treatment*generation 338 

F15,585=6.30 p<0.001). Exposure to AgNO3 and both Ag ENP forms resulted in reductions in the 339 

size (measured as volumetric body length) of exposed nematodes at 48 h after age 340 

synchronisation of eggs in each tested generation. The multigenerational exposure had a 341 

highly significant impact on the nature of these concentration-response relationships (GLM: 342 

interaction treatment*generations AgNO3: F20,702=9.39 p<0.001, Ag-PVP: F20,747=12.0 p<0.001, 343 

Ag2S: F20,667=3.70 p<0.001). In the AgNO3 and Ag-PVP exposed nematodes, concentration-344 

dependent decreases in size were found for P, F2 and F5 generations (Figure 3f,g). At F8 and 345 

F10 this response was altered to a threshold concentration-response pattern, such that there 346 

was very little difference in the severity of response between silver concentrations (Figure 3f,g). 347 

This change in response pattern was not seen as clearly for Ag2S (Figure 3h). The R 348 

populations revealed a strong concentration-dependent decrease in size for both AgNO3 and 349 

Ag-PVP with a response pattern similar to the F5 nematodes (i.e. their last exposed ancestral 350 

generation) in both cases. The R generation from the previously Ag2S exposed nematodes 351 

showed a similar concentration-dependent decrease in size to the parent generation, 352 

suggesting recovery after the series of unexposed generations.   353 



Discussion 354 

The persistence of ENPs in natural environments, in different physically and/or chemically 355 

modified forms (e.g. sulphidation in the case of Ag ENPs) means that multigenerational 356 

exposure of organisms is a highly relevant exposure scenario. Understanding such effects, 357 

including responses following the removal of the exposure over generations as a study of the 358 

“memory” effect of past exposure on traits should, therefore, be a key area of research for 359 

environmentally relevant ENP effect assessment. Here in such a study, nematode exposure 360 

of parental and subsequent multigenerational exposed cohorts of nematodes to all forms of Ag 361 

showed a strong concentration-dependent effect on brood size and final body size, but not 362 

consistently on lifespan. While these general patterns of effects were similar, the manner in 363 

which different traits respond to the multigenerational exposure differed between Ag forms. 364 

 365 

For Ag-PVP and AgNO3 exposed worms, patterns of response to continuous population 366 

exposure were broadly similar for all assessed endpoints. Continued exposure clearly changed 367 

population sensitivity. The apparent “sensitisation” was not recovered (i.e. did not return to that 368 

of previous unexposed worms) by further extension of the exposure, except in the F10 369 

generation where slightly reduced reproductive sensitivity was observed. This slight recovery 370 

in the F10 population is unlikely to result from the development of tolerance given the need for 371 

such development to occur through similar functional mutations occurring in replicate 372 

populations, leaving the cause of the change at present uncertain and stresses the need for 373 

further research in this area. Increases in time to egg laying in later generations required a 374 

slight change to the test protocol (extension of exposure per generation from 96 h to 120 h), 375 

prior to egg isolation. Currently we cannot exclude the possibility that this subtle change may 376 

have affected offspring in an as yet uncharacterised way with an effect on tolerance.  377 

 378 

The sulphidised Ag2S ENPs produced a different multigenerational effect pattern from the 379 

greatly reduced reproductive sensitivity over generations observed for AgNO3 and Ag-PVP. 380 

Similarly, while there were subtle changes in concentration related effects on body length, the 381 



overall pattern of the concentration related response remained consistent across generations. 382 

Studies in plants and invertebrates have indicated differences in the mechanisms of action of 383 

pristine Ag and transformed Ag2S ENPs [11]. The parallels in the multigenerational response 384 

to the Ag-PVP and AgNO3 point to an effect driven by Ag ions which are recognised as the 385 

cause of ENP toxicity following release by dissolution [26-28], while the absence of such a 386 

parallel for Ag2S points to a different mechanism, perhaps a particle specific effect. This 387 

difference in mode of action was previously indicated in C. elegans by Starnes et al. [11] who 388 

found that the toxicity pathway for Ag2S differed dramatically from AgNO3 and Ag ENP and did 389 

not involve Ag uptake for Ag2S, but rather instead probable cuticle damage. Further the slight 390 

differences in the initial toxicity level in the multigenerational exposure (parental reproductive 391 

EC55 for Ag2S, approximate EC30 for AgNO3 and Ag-PVP) may also contribute to the difference 392 

in multigenerational sensitisation. At these different effect levels different biological pathways 393 

may be disrupted, especially given the possible differences in mode of action between the 394 

silver forms. 395 

 396 

Ecotoxicological risk assessment of chemicals has traditionally relied on the use of short-term 397 

experimental toxicity data which is subsequently extrapolated to derive predicted no effect 398 

concentrations aimed to protect against the long-term ecological effects of pollution on 399 

populations in the field. To make this extrapolation, under some jurisdictions various 400 

assessment factors may be applied to the determined laboratory derived effect concentrations 401 

(although this is not always the case). Such assessment factors can range from the division of 402 

toxicity test statistics (e.g. ECx (concentration needed for x% effect), no observed effect 403 

concentration) by a factor of 1,000 down to division by a factor of 3 [29, 30]. The observed > 404 

10 fold increase in sensitivity from P generation nematodes to the multigenerationally Ag-PVP 405 

and AgNO3 exposed cohorts challenges this assessment factor based approach. The effects 406 

of multigenerational exposure alone account for one order of magnitude difference between 407 

short and long-term exposure effects, i.e. the environmental risk may in fact be much greater 408 

than estimated from short-term testing. Further, in C. elegans mitigation of maternal effects 409 



were only found after at least four generations of exposure to Uranium [16, 17]. The result may 410 

be a failure of environmental protection by environmental quality standards derived from single 411 

generation toxicity tests in cases (such as for Ag ENPs and Ag ions) where multigenerational 412 

exposure is relevant, especially in those cases where standards are derived without use of 413 

assessment factors (e.g. US EPA aquatic life ambient water quality criteria). Since an increase 414 

in sensitivity was observed within the first tested offspring generation already an extension of 415 

short-term tests to include the second offspring generation could proof as a valuable tool for 416 

assessing long-term exposure where longer tests are not possible.  417 

 418 

Investigating the potential for recovery from multigenerational exposure remarkably showed a 419 

high similarity in the concentration response pattern of the recovery populations to that of their 420 

last exposed F5 ancestral generation independent of the nature of the Ag exposure form. This 421 

suggests a transfer of the underlying sensitivity through the unexposed generations rather than 422 

any recovery. Most studies examining the chronic effect of exposure test transgenerational 423 

effect by studying the response of endpoints over several unexposed generations after only a 424 

single exposed generation. These studies have tended to indicate a persistence of the effects 425 

to unexposed generations such as for gold nanoparticles [19] and metals in C. elegans [31] 426 

and to some extent for carbon nanotubes in Daphnia magna [31]. In C. elegans even increased 427 

negative effects on individuals after cessation of gamma-irradiation compared to continuously 428 

exposed ones was observed [32]. To our knowledge none have so far looked at recovery from 429 

multigenerational exposure. Hence, we believe this observation of the transfer of sensitivity 430 

across so many unexposed generations to be a novel finding of fundamental interest for 431 

researchers interested in understanding both mechanisms of toxicity and also their implications 432 

for continuously and periodically exposed populations. 433 

  434 

There are various underlying mechanisms that may cause the observed changes in sensitivity 435 

following the multigenerational exposure of C. elegans to AgNO3 and Ag ENPs. The possibility 436 

that continued culturing alone or an artificial selection towards more sensitive individuals 437 



caused a shift in sensitivity can be excluded based on the unchanged reproductive output and 438 

largely unaffected growth of unexposed continuously cultured cohorts and absence of 439 

multigenerational sensitisation for the Ag2S exposed populations. The relatively rapid change 440 

in sensitivity seen between the ancestral and F2 populations does not point to a role of 441 

mutation in observed sensitisation, especially as these effects would need to arise 442 

independently in multiple populations. This requirement for similar changes to arise also likely 443 

precludes a role for mutation in the slight increases in EC50 values observed in later 444 

continuously exposed generations. Maternal transfer of Ag from one generation to the next is 445 

another possible mechanism of increased sensitisation. It has previously been shown in C. 446 

elegans that maternal transfer of Ag ENPs is possible [33]. However, if this were the case then 447 

sensitisation should decrease fairly dramatically with each generation in the recovery 448 

populations after the source of exposure is removed since the quantity of Ag transferred to 449 

offspring is only a fraction of the maternal body burden. 450 

 451 

Given that the changes in sensitivity were retained over multiple unexposed generations, with 452 

toxicity levels matching those of the last exposed ancestral generation, a likely mechanism is 453 

through the epigenome. Epigenetic mechanisms such as DNA methylation, histone tail 454 

modification (e.g. acetylation, methylation) and microRNA expression can alter genome 455 

function in response to external stressors [34, 35]. All of these processes have been found to 456 

be affected by ENP exposure although to date most studies have been carried out in cell lines 457 

and have yet to be confirmed in vivo [34]. While epigenetic effects of ENP exposure have not 458 

yet been studied in C. elegans, microRNA has been found to be involved in the 459 

transgenerational effects of starvation on C. elegans for at least 3 generations and histone 460 

modification in the transfer of longevity and germline mortality [36-38]. If, as is possible, the 461 

effects of AgNO3 and Ag-PVP on life-cycle traits are mediated through effects on metabolism 462 

and resource acquisition, then our results of the transfer of sensitisation may in part parallel 463 

these transgenerational effects observed for starvation.  464 

 465 



As well as microRNA, other epigenetic mechanisms may also play a role in inherited sensitivity. 466 

DNA methylation at the 5th position in cytosine (5mc) as well as homologues of cytosine 467 

methyltransferase have not been identified in C. elegans and it was generally accepted that 468 

DNA methylation does not occur in this species [39]. However, recently published study [40] 469 

confirmed DNA methylation on N-6 Adenine (6ma) and it raised a possibility for these changes 470 

to be associated with epigenetic inheritance. The second epigenetic mechanism, histone 471 

methylation, has been shown in C. elegans and the role of histone H3K36 methylation has 472 

been suggested in the epigenetic memory [41]. Interesting is also the finding of the crosstalk 473 

between 6ma and histone methylation which enhances the possibility of both mechanisms in 474 

transferring epigenetic information [40]. A further mechanism also found in C. elegans that may 475 

be involved in epigenetic modulation is through the polycomb group protein complex (PcG), 476 

associated with maintaining so called “developmental memory” which is a memory of 477 

transcriptional states for important developmental genes [39]. With a range of mechanisms 478 

potentially contributing to the retention of sensitivity, further work is clearly warranted to 479 

investigate the range of mechanisms possibly involved. Such studies may include sequencing 480 

and analysing microRNA expression levels or comparison of the chromatin state and possible 481 

methylation structure across different generations in each of the continuous exposure and the 482 

recovery populations as contributors to retained epigenetic toxicity in C. elegans or indeed any 483 

other in vivo system. Given the novelty of our findings, we would hope that our work will 484 

encourage others to both validate our observations and also extend such work to further 485 

chemical and nanomaterials with a focus also on understanding mechanisms of this striking 486 

effect. 487 
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 641 

Figure 1: Experimental design for multigenerational study. (a) Continuous exposures were carried out in clean medium 642 

(UnExp-Reference) and at AgNO3 = 0.10 mg Ag/l, Ag-PVP = 1.5 mg Ag/l, Ag2S = 15 mg Ag/l. Recovery populations were 643 

transferred to clean medium after exposure until generation F5. (b) Effect of exposure to different concentrations of the 644 

respective Ag treatment and in clean medium (MGExp-control) on reproduction, lifespan and size were tested at parent 645 

(P), F2, F5, F8, F10 offspring generation and for populations unexposed after F5 until F10 (Recovery generation). 646 

 647 



 648 
Figure 2: a) AgNO3 b) Ag-PVP, c) Ag2S reproductive EC50 average ± SE; *indicate significant differences of dose response regression 649 

curves compared to parent generation (F-ratio test p=0.05*, p=0.01**),  = continuous exposure, ◊ = recovery generation. 650 

  651 



 652 

Figure 3: a) Lifespan [days] and e) volumetric body lengths of controls for each generation after 653 

different generations of continuous exposure, average ± SE. * indicate significant differences of MGExp-654 

control compared to UnExp-Reference, * p=0.05, ** p=0.01. Lifespan [days] of nematodes exposed to 655 

b) AgNO3, c) Ag-PVP, d) Ag2S exposure after different generations of continuous exposure, average ± 656 

SE. Volumetric body length of nematodes exposed to f) AgNO3, g) Ag-PVP, h) Ag2S at 48 h after age 657 

synchronisation after different generations of continuous exposure, average ± SE. * indicate generation 658 

with a significant (p=0.05) concentration dependent effect on lifespan within a generation. 659 
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